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CONCENTRATED COURSES POSED
ExpeD
rts iscuss
Political
Results

A&S Dean Reveals Possibility
As Section Reps. Voice Ideas

Last week's election results will
BKEARNEY
yLEO
be analyzed by political experts at
Revolutionary changes in the
a round-table discussion sponsored
by the Boston College Public Af- Arts and Sciences study approach
fairs Forum which will be con- were discussed by Rev. William Y.
ducted Monday, November 10th at E. Casey, S.J. in a discussion period held after the meeting with
3:15 P.M. in Fulton 412.
Cornelius Dalton '33, political A&S section representatives Tuescolumnist for the Boston Traveler, day afternoon in the Senior Lounge
of Lyons Hall.
Boston
political

the

Shown on the steps of Bapst Library are the recently elected members of the Order of the Cross and Crown, Arts and Sciences Honor
Society. The front row includes Edward W. Callahan, Jr., Marshall;
Daniel J. Geagan, Marshall; Carney E. Gavin, Knight Commander;
Rev. Alexander G. Duncan, S.J., Moderator; John J. McCormack, Jr.
and Robert F. Dennehy, both Marshalls; Second row, Gerald Fitzgibbon,
William Parks, Robert Trahe, John Dempsey, Paul Kelly; Third row,
Joseph Furcinetti, Thomas Halpin, John Madden, Francis Collins,
Samuel Scott, Ralph Moore; Fourth row, John O'Connor, Francis
Wanat, John Flynn, Charles McCullough, Ernest Ferneau, William
Powers, Maurice Lapierre and Samuel Blair. (Heights?Photo by Jack Mullen)

Globe
editor
John Harris, the Record-American
State House Correspondent James
A. Travers, and Milton Cummings,
political scientist and President
of the Harvard Graduate School
Political Club will probe into the
meanings and trends of congressional senate and state election returns. Mr. Cummings, protege of
the noted Professor Key, is making
a special study of congressional
elections in connection with his
doctoral dissertation. He is a for-

mer Rhodes scholar. Professor
Walter Dean Burnham, Department of History and Government
and expert on political trends, will
serve as moderator.
This is the third in the new series of events sponsored by the
Public Affairs Forum. It was inociety
DramticSSeason
augurated by former President
The Boston College Dramatic concile himself to the conventional Harry S. Truman and other speakSociety will present the first New life of his fellows.
ers were Senator Leverett SaltonEngland college production of Jean
Ondine was first produced in stall and the Honorable Charles
Giraudoux's fable Ondine on No- Paris in 1939 and came to Broadvember 21 and 22 at the Campion way in 1954. It was last seen in Gibbons.
The Public Affairs Porum was
Hall Auditorium, under the direc- Boston that year in the out-oftion of Rev. Joseph Larkin, S.J.
town tryout of the production which established to afford an opportunOndine is the fantasy of a me- starred Audrey Hepburn and Mcl ity for undergraduate students to
dieval knight who gives up his Ferrer. This present D. S. Produc- meet and question various governfiancee at court to marry the young tion will use the same translation, ment and political leaders.
girl whom he found in a poor fish- Maurice Valency's, as was used in
Reverend Robert J. McEwen,
ing village. This commonplace sit- the 1954 show.
S.J., Chairman of the Public Afuation is complicated by the fact
Appearing in the leading roles fairs Forum, urges all students to
that the young girl is an ondine, a will be George Holland as Hans
take advantage of this excellent
water spirit.
and Frances Bessom as Ondine. opportunity, especially since
all
It is in this difference, slight James O'Hearn and Flora Mcpartibut decisive, that Ondine differs Laughlin are Ondine's foster-par- students will be invited to
from the conventional play. Ondine ents, Auguste and Eugenic, and cipate actively in the discussion.
belongs not to the demimonde but Leo Kearney plays the Old One
to the kingdom of the sea. She rep- (the King of the Sea). The supportresents and is the elemental power ing Ondines are Lorraine Cassidy,
of water, the spirit of the sea, a Maureen O'Brien, and Sheila Mulspirit, incidentally, who has re- len.
duced more than one man from a
Also appearing in the play are
life of respectable domesticity.
Kevin Byrne, Anthony Capodilupo,
The Editor-in-Chief of The CosThus Ondineis a domestic drama, Paul Donlon, Robert Kiernan, mos, John McCormack, has anwith a difference. It is the drama
Brian McNiff, Eugene Mulcahy, nounced the appointment of the folof nature which strives to domeslowing members of the editorial
ticate itself out of love for man, Charles Tretter, Mary Ellen Tome,
of the new undergraduate
James
Marboard
Toomey,
Giblin,
Carol
who,
drama
of
once
he
man,
the
of science: Raymond Friejournal
garet
Lynch,
Mathieu,
Pauline
and
has caught a glimpse of the world
secke, Assistant Editor; Richard
beyond reality, can never more re- William Ryan.
Hinohey, Associate Editor, Chemistry; Robert Dennehy, Associate
Editor, Psychology; David Land,
Associate Editor, Physios; and
Robert Pieroni, Associate Editor,
Fut reOf
Biology. Ernest W. Ferneau, Jr.
This year the Campus Council ning Committee. This committee, was appointed Public Relations Diwill have the opportunity of as- under the chairmanship of Rev- rector. All are from the College of
sisting the administration regard- erend W. Seavy Joyce, S.J., has Arts and Science and from the
ing the student reaction to matters been consulting with deans and ad- class of 1959.
of future policy. On a plan of sig- ministrators for advice and sugThose interested in serving on
nificant interest, the Council shall gestions regarding the future dethe staff of the journal as Busibe consulted by Reverend Charles velopment of the University. The ness Managers or Circulation ManDonovan, S.J., Director of Summer Council Members shall report the agers are also invited to apply on
Sessions, to determine the student results of this meeting to their
Monday.
interest in a new program of en- Senates.
richment courses. These courses, at
It was emphasized that articles
The Campus Council is composed
reduced rates, may be offered next of two representatives from each for this journal will be accepted
summer to qualified students in of the campus colleges. The mem- from any undergraduate of the unisubjects of their interest, which bers are: Maurice E. Lapierre '59 versity. The primary requirement
do not fit into their regular aca- and Gerard H. Dalton '61, A&S; is that the article be sciencedemic program.
Peter Derba, '59 and Robert Derba, oriented. Either technical papers
The Student Council will also be 61, CBA; Brenda Jackson, '59, and or articles of general appeal, such
as those dealing with the historical
meeting with the University Plan- Paul MacArthur, '60 Sch. of Ed.
or philosophical aspects of science,
may be submitted. Articles may
Your prayers are requested
STYLUS ART EXHIBIT
be left at the Cosmos office at any
"Simplicity in Catholic
for the repose of the soul of the
time or given to any of the memChurch Architecture"
father of Captain Cyrus BasLyons Hall
sett, MS IV instructor in the bers of the editorialboard. The ofAlumnae Lounge
fice is in the Student Activities
1 to 5 p.m.
Military Science Department.
Nov. 10-14
Building, Room 109.

O
OnGidrauoex's pens

Cosmos Editorial
Board Appointed

progress". These signs Father Casey interpreted as the appearance
of famous lecturers who have visited the campus as well as those
scheduled. Additionally, he cited
the recent publication of Humanities, a magazine dedicated to Research and Scholarship, and the

Mr. Weston Jenks, A&S Guidance Councilor, and the faculty
chairman of the meeting, opened
the program by defining the role
of the section representative as a
liaison between the section members and the faculty. He further
stated that it is the section repre-

establishment of Cosmos a science
journal which will appear in the
near future. Father Casey then
opened the discussion period with
the provocative problem, "Withdrawal of Qualified Students for
Academic Reasons
Why?" The
first issue was posed by a sophomore section representative who
noted that some science and nonscience majors were attending

student senate, he extended an invitation to section representatives
to attend future meetings when
they can offer appropriate business.
Mr. McMahon, the Assistant
Dean of A&S, congratulated all
section representatives on their
election and explained that this
vote of confidence imposed certain
demands. Some of the duties that
the Dean enumerated were: to notify the faculty of examination
conflicts involving their particular
sections, and to extend section
condolences in the event of the
death of a section member or one
of his family.
Father Casey's remarks were in
the form of suggested issues for
open discussion. He prefaced these
issues with a general consideration
of campus ethos (intellectual atmosphere) pointing to "signs of

felt that the curriculum might better be adjusted to accommodate
five courses instead of six. He further emphasized that the work load
remained the same with extra time
consumed in individualized study
(less class time).
Another representative suggested
the introduction of a curriculum
involving concentrated study in
only three courses per semester
but concentrated somewhat like
summer courses.
Father Casey remarked that
Dartmouth is experimenting with
a similar plan, but this experiment
has been too recently initiated to
offer any basis for conclusive evaluation. It might be possible, he intimated, that a similar experiment
might be inaugurated here with a
small group within A&S.
(Continued on Page 10)

?

sentative who is in a position to
prevent tragic withdrawals of stu- science classes as a mixed group.
dents by advising those with aca- A problem arises when the prodemic difficulties to consult the fessor gives a heavy assignment,
which to the non-science majors
guidance department.
John O'Connor '59, Student Sen- imposes a definite difficulty.
ate chairman and class president,
Father Casey suggested that the
briefly spoke on the role of the problem could be solved in a consection representative in student ference with the individual profesgovernment. As chairman of the sors. Furthermore, Father Casey

CCaomF
unpcuisHlel orm

PolicyUniversity

?

Working for success of Ice Revue, Nov. 14th at McHugh Forum
are members of Student Relations Committee: (Left to right) Rev.
Joseph S. Shea, S.J., '40, Anthony C. Busa, '59, Paul Y. Shea, '57, and
Joseph F. Norton, '22.

LoganW
IM onder
The Heights came close to losing
its first inter-campus football game
in years last week as it edged the
Sub-Turri 21-14. Although the SubTurri won by the conventional
scoring system 14-7, The Heights
protested so vehemently to the
Intramural office that 14 extra
points were added for a handicap.
The Heights claimed thatEditorin-Chief Terry Logan's presence on
the field was such a handicap that
they should receive some sort of
compensation. The IM office in-

vestigated and found that not only
was The Heights' claim valid but
also that Logan had shattered all
existing IM records for pass interceptions, fumbles, pinching after
the whistle, and most total yards
floated by a lineman.
After a Chris Morton to Tom
Hughes touchdown pass on the
first play from scrimmage, Logan

so confused both teammates and
opponents alike that the contest
was more like a rally or "wobble
convention" than a football game.
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New Alumni
Club Formed
To promote the interests of the
CBA undergraduates, the Industrial Management Alumni Club has
been organized under Mr. Joseph
D'Avella, Club Moderator and head
of that CBA department. This, the
first CBA Alumni Club, proposes
to sponsor discussions and panel
meetings at which undergraduates
will be introduced to problems
which will confront them in industry.

At its first meeting Oct. 9th in
Alumni Hall, about 50 members,
representing classes from 1942
through 1957, listened to Mr. Francis Collins, Asst. Director of Industrial Relations of Raytheon
Mfg. Co.
Mr. Collins emphasized the necessity of strong business-campus
relations. The meeting of experience and theory leads to healthy
business, Mr. Collins stated. He
pursued the point by suggesting
that the Alumni members make
more critical study of news reports
in view of daily business. This approach wouldmake their comments
invaluable to their undergraduate
associates.
The Club originated last spring
at a joint meeting with the Student Chapter of S.A.M. The officers elected were: President,
Robert A. Dignan, '51; Vice-President, William J. Lawlor, '48; Treasurer, Joseph M. Harney; Secretary,
David M. Rowley.
Membership in the Club is open
only to male recipients of degrees
from the CBA Department of Industrial Management. "It is hoped",
said Mr. D'Avella, "that more departments within the Business
School will organize similar clubs
for Finance, Marketing, Person-
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Fsrench
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O.CT.

The Foreign Trade Club of Boston College was addressed last
week by Mr. Jean Claude Petitt,
Commercial Counselor for the
French Embassy. The lecture concerned itself with the problems of
French foreign trade, stressing the
fact that with the new government
and individual advance, France is
once more gaining a balance of
trade.
In the past several weeks the
club has been addressed by many
outstanding speakers including Mr.
Amiga Chak-Ravaity, Mr. Paul
Schmidt and Doctor Juan Bernorndo Guilhanman.
Mr. Schmidt heads a firm which
Officers of Public Speaking Club: President John Cremins, center;
is the largest importer of religious
goods in the United States. In his Vice President Frank Vacca, left; and Treasurer Eugene Mulcahy,
talk he described the complexities right. Missing when picture was taken was Joe Mullen, Secretary.
(Heights Photo by Peter Carroll)
of foreign trading.
Mr. Chak-Ravaity, who teaches
at Boston University gave an informative talk on trade relations
between India and the United
At their recent meeting, the and allow ample comments to be
States. He also brought out many
Speaking Club of Boston made concerning them. Evaluators
Public
of the social problems of India
College disclosed that plans were present their constructive criticism
which proved very interesting.
Dr. Guilhanman dealt particular- being formulated to set up a speak- to enable the speaker to improve
ly with the balance in trade which ers' list, consisting of the more pro- both his speech and manner of deis being brought about by the de- ficient members of the club. Each livery.
velopment of new oil fields. He member on the list will be assigned
Reverend William Leonard, S.J.,
elaborated on the economic struc- a different topic. Pamphlets will be is the moderator of the club. This
ture of Argentina and the progress sent to the various organizations year's officers are: President, John
which is being afforded by capital
on campus and to outside groups, Cremin, A&S '59; Vice President,
and technical assistance from the such as the CYO, thus permitting
Frank Vacca, A&S '61; Secretary,
leading nations of the world, inthese organizations to contact the Joseph Mullen, A&S '61. Membercluding the United States.
The meetings are conducted club for a speaker on a specific ship in the club is open to all students of the School of Arts and
every Wednesday at 1:00 P.M. in topic of interest to them.
Fulton 406. All students who are
The regular business of the club Science and School of Education.
interested are invited to attend. consists of the discussion of new The main purpose of the club is to
topics each week by the topic mon- acquaint students with public
nel, etc."
Information concerning future itor and of extemporaneous discus- speaking techniques and to enable
meetings open to undergraduates sions by the members of the club. them to speak extemporaneously
will be announced in the Heights. The topics are of general interest with ease and poise.
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Captain Cyrus W. Bassett and
Captain Edward M. Bradford were
assigned this fall to the Boston College ROTC Instructor Group as
Assistant Professors of Military
Science and Tactics. Both Captain
Bassett and Captain Bradford will
teach Military Science IV (Senior)

classes.

Captain Bassett, an artillery officer, graduated from the Heights

in the class of 1950. He saw action
in Korea with the 3rd Infantry Division and was awarded the bronze
star medal. Graduated last June
from the Artillery Officers' Advance Course at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma,
Captain Bassett will act as moderator of the drill team in addition
to his duties as assistant professor.
Captain Bradford is a graduate
of St. John's University, Brooklyn,
N.Y. He will also instruct MS IV
classes. Leaving the Armored
School, Ft. Knox, Ky., last June,
Captain Bradford came to Boston
College after 10 years of service in
the Army, part of it in Korea. Like
Captain Bassett, he fought with the
3rd Infantry Division. In addition
to class instruction, Capt. Bradford will moderate the rifle team.

Physics Students
Hear Fr. Vendler
In a recent address to the Sigma
Pi Sigma Physics Honor Society,
Rev. Zeno Vendler, S.J., moderator
of the Cosmos, discussed the place
and meaning of the philosophy of
science in the modern world. Fr.
Vendler emphasized the position of
the philosophy of science as a division of logic in its attempt to establish a criterion for true and
false scientific statements.
In analyzing the problems of understanding scientific theory, Fr.
Vendler brought attention to the
fact that, in total contrast to popular belief, science is in itself a deductive study. Although most scientific data is originally obtained
from experimental evidence, the deductive theory is, according to Fr.
Vendler, the basis for this study.
Fr. Vendler concluded his talk
with a treatment of the idea of constructs and models and their meanings. He emphasized the importance of a thorough understanding
of both scientific terms and the
mathematical foundations of these

terms.

ELECTRIC TYPING
Professors and students commend my beautiful electric typing. Ph.D., Master and Honors theses;
Reports, Law Briefs, and manuscripts of all descriptions expertly typed. ..Fast, accurate service.
Excellent references. (Clip ad and save)
Call: Mrs. Allen?Hl 2-1561

NEW ENGLAND'S
FASTEST GROWING
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT

SULLIVAN
BROS.

Printers
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
95 BRIDGE STREET, LOWELL
GL 8-6333
\u2666

Auxiliary Plants:
Boston
Oceanport, N. J.

Pawtucket, R. I.

NOTHING

SATISFIES LIKE

CHESTERFIELD KING

O Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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Psych. Club Hears
Noted Lecturer

Delta Sigma Pi

Chooses Pledges
The International Fraternity of
the Delta Sigma Pi was founded
at New York University in 1907.
The Delta Kappa chapter was established at Boston College in
May, 1957. The Delta Sigma Pi is
a professional fraternity whose
expressed purpose is "To foster
the study of business in universities, to encourage scholarship, social activities, and the association
of students for their mutual benefit through research and practice. ."
At the recently conducted rush
meeting and interview, the following students were selected as
pledges of Delta Sigma Pi: Kevin
F. Donaghue, Jr. CBA; Coleman
J. Foley, Jr. A&S; Edward F. Suleski, Jr. A&S; Joseph R. Oarty,
Jr. CBA; James J. Morton, Jr.
CBA; Michael A. Brown, Jr. A&S;
(Heights Photo by DICK CRONIN)
James A. Reilly, Jr. A&S; William First row: Bill Sullivan, Ed Suleski, Kevin Donaghue; Second row:
J. Mooney, Jr. CBA; William Sul- Tom Welch, Matt Connolly, Jim Reilly, Mike Brown; Third row: Bill
livan, Jr. CBA; Matthew T. Con- Mooney, Bob Dc Mulder, Rick Pierce, Gerry Parker, Coley Foley;
nolly, Jr. CBA; John B. McNama- Fourth row: Lou Shaw, Paul Eaton, Bob O'Neil, Paul Flynn; Fifth
ra, Jr. CBA; Richard J. Pierce, Jr. row: Jim Norton, Joe Norton, Joe Carty, John McNamara.
CBA; Gerard Parker, Soph. A&S;
Robert A. O'Neil, Soph. CBA;
Thomas A. Welch, Soph. CBA;
The Oliver Plunkett Club is
Holder of two good seats at
Paul Eaton, Soph. A&S; Paul F. FLOWER DRUM SONG Wed.
sponsoring their first Ceilidhe,
Flynn, Soph. CBA.
12
to
extonight at Campion Hall. The
eve.,
Nov.
wishes
Soph.
DeMulder,
CBA,
Robert
admission price for non-memchange them for two tickets for
and Louis E. Shaw, Jr. A&S. During the 4 week "pledge period", any other night. Urgent call
bers is $1.00. The time 8:00
these candidates, through various DA 9-9295.
P.M.
assignments, become better acquainted with the rules and regulations of the fraternity, their
prospective "brothers", and their
fellow pledges.

.

Vistng Jesuit

The Psychology Club, this week
presented a lecture by Mr. FranConference
cis Kelly, '49, entitled "Treatment

Administrators

HoldingConclave

The 10th Annual
of Jesuit Finance Administrators
from 28 colleges and universities
in the United States and Canada
is now in progress at Boston Col-

lege.

Very Reverend Michael P. Walsh,
S.J., President of Boston College,

will deliver the opening address.
Officers of the Conference are:
Rev. Edward B. Rooney, S.J., President of the Jesuit Education Association, New York; Rev. Edward
J. Whalen, S.J., Treasurer of Boston College; and Mr. Daniel J.
Breslin, Comptroller of Boston
College. Eight important seminars,
dealing with the important financial problems involved in the operation of Jesuit Colleges and

Universities, will be conducted.
Among those in attendance at
Conference will be: Rev. John E.
Murphy, S.J., Business Manager,
Boston College; Rev. Orie F. Abell,
S.J., Treasurer, Spring Hill College, Mobile, Alabama; Rev. W.
Mulcahy, S.J., Vice President of
Business and Finance, Fordhiaim
University, New York; Rev. F. C.
Fischer, S.J., Treasurer, Loyola
University, Chicago; Rev. John J.
Galvin, S.J., Assistant Treasurer,
New England Province; Rev. James
Corbett, S.J., Treasurer, University of San Francisco, California;

of the Juvenile Offender." Mr.
who holds an M.A. in
Guidance from Columbia University is a noted lecturer in the
Boston area on the topic of delinquency, and teaches psychology at
Emmanuel College. He is presently
Director of Clinical Services for
the State Youth Service Board,
and has been a Youth Service
Board Psychologist for the past
seven years.
At previous Psychology Club
meetings, Dr. Joseph Cautela of
the B.C. Psychology Department
lectured on "Hypnotism", and "Rejection"; a film treatment of child
psychology, was shown.
The club is also sponsoring a
volunteer program at the Children's Unit of the Metropolitan
State Hospital in Waltham. Anyone interested in such a program
should contact an officer of the
Psychology Club.
Kelly,

Rev. Joseph E. Mullen, S.J., Assistant Treasurer, Holy Gross,
Worcester, Massachusetts; and
Rev. Antonio Genest, S.J., Treasurer, St. Mary's College, Montreal,
Canada.

ROTC Marches
At Detroit Game
The second annual Fall Parade
of the Boston College ROTC
will be held on Saturday, November 8, prior to the Boston CollegeDetroit football game. In what is
hoped will become a tradition at
the Heights, the unit, marching in
company formation, will follow the
band into the stadium.
Half-time entertainment will be
provided by the Louis Drill Team,
which will exhibit the skill that
has won for it, among other
honors, three consecutive Massachusetts ROTC Drill Team competitions and numerous awards.
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The Flower Drum Song

By BRENDA CROWLEY

TONIGHT'S EVENTS

....

BySTEPHANSTACK

The incomparable Richard Rogers and Oscar HamUniversity Heights may well be a haven for social minded Eagles
this weekend. A good time is assured at the Ceilidhe sponsored by merstein II have done it again. Their new musical,
Oliver Plunkett tonight at Campion Hall. Refreshments will be served Flower Drum Song, is a delightful blend of the
between the Irish and American dances. The charge is only $.50 for Oriental and American flavors. This is by no means
Roberts the greatest R&H show but it does rank with their
members and $1. for non-members. See you there?
Centre Lobby is the location of the BC Nursing School's Invitation best. Not since King and I graced the Broadway
stage have such beautiful melodies and such charmDance at eight tonight.
ing wit come from the pens of these great artists.
AND TOMORROW'S
The story involves the usual family arguments
Before the Detroit game tomorrow sports enthusiasts can witness between the old and new generations. In this case,
the ROTC Review. Saturday evening's Victory Dance is sponsored by the family is Chinese, which leads to some very funthe BC Band.
Boston's society orchestra, Harry Marshard, will ny situations. The scene is the San Francisco Chinaprovide the music at the Empire Room of the Hotel Bradford. The town, which is depicted in all its vivid splendor by
scene designer, Oliver Smith and costumer, Irene
cost is only $2.50 a couple.
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Theological

Treadmill

There is an old down east proverb which states,
"Worry is like a rocking chair, it keeps you busy
but it don't get you no place." There are times
when a few of us could express a similar sentiment
with regard to the four years of theology courses
we presently are obliged to take. The courses manage to consume a certain amount of time, and,
depending on the individual student's previous background, involve varying degrees of effort. Some are
covering matter which is genuinely new and interesting; others are wading through a morass of
pap which is as intellectually stimulating as the
back label of a breakfast cereal box.

The problem lies chiefly in the previous religious
training of the student. Those of us who have been
educated in Catholic schools for 16 years are perhaps rather nauseated than stimulated by classes
which must also be geared to suit the needs of
those with little or no previous theological training.
It is possible that there are those to whom the question, "May I disobey my mother when she tells me
to do something bad?" holds a genuine appeal;
there are others who have heard it three score or
so times and who would just as soon climb out a
third-floor window as have to listen to the answer
again.
At the risk of shocking the few graybeards in
the Theology Department who will "harumph" about
the integral wholeness of the Jesuit theological
system, we should like to suggest the possibility of
opening such legitimate fields of inquiry as Mariology, the Pauline Epistles, Liturgy, and so on, to
qualified students in lieu of the standard courses
presently prescribed. There is no apparent reason
why those who evince a certain standard of achievement in the subject should be compelled to endure
repetitions of matter they have covered and recovered in courses which also seem dedicated to the
conversion of the heathen rather than to the intellectual advancement of the initiate. We intend
nothing facetious when we say that Theology should
be the keystone of a Catholic College curriculum.
It is, however, quite difficult not to slip into a
satiric veinwhen considering the intellectual myopia
involved in failing to relieve those who have already learnt the basic theological truths of the
tedium of listening to lectures on the proper
method of administering Baptism, the structure of
the Mass, and the prerogatives of the Papacy.
These things are contained in the third-grade
edition of the Baltimore Catechism, the sixth grade
edition of the same, and a host of high school texts.
It is most difficult to pretend any intellectual interest in them after sixteen years of Catholic

training.
We suggest that the subject of Theology be
given equal rights with any other area of academic
endeavor it's been treated as a poor relation for
entirely too long. When Theology finally attains a
status wherein distinctions are made between beginning and advanced students, when it breaks
away from the endless succession of rote exercises
which seem to characterize it from grammar school
to senior year in college. When it is opened to
permit the student to take electives in areas in
which he is interested, in lieu of the presently required courses, then and only then will the indifference it presently receives from its unwilling
students be abated.
?

Wang Ta, a young Chinese, who is more AmerSunday morning the BC Glee Club will appear on the TV Mass ican, defies his father's wishes to marry a beautiful
little Chinese girl who has come to America to wed
at 9:15 over Channel 7.
a sharpie named Sammy Fong who runs the Celestial
OFF CAMPUS DANCES
Bar. This young Miss, Mci Li, immediately falls for
Off Campus many events are scheduled. There is an Acquaintance Wang Ta but he is more interested in Linda Low
Dance at Archbishop Cushing College tonight at eight at Laetare Hall. who turns out to be a danseuse in Sammy's Bar.
Fall Frolic is the social planned by the nurses at Boston Lying-In- After Wang Ta finds out about Linda's real occupaHospital in the Nurses Home. There will be dancing and refreshments tion, he realizes his true love for Mci Li. She, howfor only $.50.
ever, must carry out her marriage contract to Sammy
The Theatre Nationale Populaire with Gerard Philipe will give a Fong. In the hilarious climax of the show, everything
matinee and evening performance of "Le Cit" at Kresge Auditorium is settled?Wang Ta gets Mci Li and Sammy gets
on Sunday.
MIT Community Players will present a comedy, "The Linda.
Magical History of Dr. Faustus" at Kresge Little Theatre this weekThroughout the plot are excellent caricatures of
the Chinese types, the father who refuses to wear a
end and next.
"Western suit, the Aunt who has just graduated
AROUND TOWN
from citizenship school and knows all about the
Around Boston the calendar is equally filled. Johnny Mathis is at United States, and the younger son who is as hep
Blinstrubs' and Tommy Edwards is at Storyville through Nov. 9.
as any true blue American teen-ager. The story was
Spencer Tracy is featured at two Boston theatres. At the Astor is the adopted from the C. Y. Lee books by Oscar Hammovie version of Heming-way's "Old Man and The Sea", and at the merstein and Joseph Fields.
Just opened at the Loew's
Loew's Orpheum is "The Last Hurrah".
The music in Flower Drum Song is reminiscent of
State is a new comedy starring Rex Harrison and Kay Kendall, "The the old Richard Rogers which is as high a compliReluctant Debutante".
ment as is possible. His songs have more of the true
Oriental touch than those of King and I. There are
new
by
many
not
is
the
legitimate
proved
That the
theatre is
dead
twelve new songs in the show and not a single bad
the
stage plays. Rosemary Harris stars in "The Disenchanted" at
one which might be eliminated. The best of the
Colonial. The play has received good reviews and will be here until
is Beautiful" and "My Best Love",
the 15th.
"The Iceman Cometh", O'Neill's Nobel Prize winner, has ballads are: "She
having lilting melodies and mellow
both
numbers
run
Playhouse.
Ending
at the Charles
just opened for an indefinite
lyrics. However, all the songs are not so sweet, these
Sunday at the Brattle Theatre in Harvard Square is "Oedipus Rex". are
the big brassy choral numbers like "Grand
Opening today at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts is a special Avenue", and "Chop Suey" which echo from the
rafters. The clever lyrics in "Other Generations" and
collection of Primitive Art. Admission for students is only $.50.
Music fans will enjoy the Grenadier Guards Band at the Boston Garden "I Enjoy being a Girl" are fresh and sharp. Other
possible hits from the show are "Like a God" and
Saturday evening. Tickets are still available.
"Love Look Away." Regardless of all these songs
In order to plan for future events, don't forget these dates. The and their potential popular appeal, the one song
Skating Show on Nov. 14 at McHugh Forum. After the star-studded which will always be remembered from the show is
."Ondine" will be presented by the the "Flower Drum Song" itself, "A Hundred Million
show, the audience can skate.
Dramatic Society on Nov. 21-22 at Campion Hall.
Miracles." This number provided one of the most
charming moments in the show.
Some dates to remember are:
Nothing but praise can be given to the cast. There
Nov. 7 ?Ceilidhe, Campion
is no star billing but two persons run away with
top honors: Miyoshi Umeki and Pat Suzuki. They are
Nov. B?Victory Dance, Hotel Bradford
petite and appealing. Umeki as the picture bride
Nov. 9?"Le Cit", Kresge Auditorium
sings with a remarkable voice and acts with straight"Oedipus Rex", Brattle Theatre
grace. Suzuki is an electric personality who
forward
11-14?Stylus
Lounge
Exhibit,
Nov.
Art
Alumni
can really sell a song. When she sings "I Enjoy
November Run:
Being a Girl", everyone enjoys her being a girl. She
Exhibit Primitive Art, Fine Arts Museum
is a firecracker who explodes with a freshness and
"The Iceman Cometh", Charles Playhouse
vitality. In other words, she is great. Juanita Hall in
a somewhat tamer role than Bloody Mary gets the
most out of every line and song. Yeye Luke plays the
old man and has a surprisingly fine voice. Ed Kenney
is a stalwart leading man with a quite adequate
voice he will improve with time. Larry Storch, the
one full blooded American in the show works hard
with good results as sharpie Sammy Fong. The rest
The appearance of W. H. Auden on campus this week brings home of the cast is just right. The chorus sings and dances
a salient reminder that we have to date failed to take occasion to with youthful exuberance.
A good deal of the success of Flower Drum Song
editorially praise Father Sweeney for his truly remarkable initiative
in acquiring such a sterling program of lecturers as that featured in belongs to Gene Kelly who has staged the show with
this year's "Humanities Series." It would perhaps be excessive if we a unique style. Most of the lines are said straight
were to go into the details of the tremendous self sacrifice, and the out to the audience and is most effective. He keeps
long hours of effort in procuring and managing such an outstanding the show lively except for one or two spots which
program. We know Father to be a retiring, self-effacing person and will be taken care during its run in Boston. Carol
realize that such a eulogy would be, if not offensive, at least emba- Haney has created some bright and bouncy dances
rassing, to him.Without embroidery or exaggeration, it may be said and a beautiful dream ballet. She proved herself as
that Father's program has done much more to further the academic fine a choreographer as she is a dancer.
reputation of the University than any other project undertaken during
Flower Drum Song has a million dollar advance
the current academic year.
sale in New York and is already a financial hit but
it re-establishes Rogers and HammerFather Sweeney and the anonymous donors to the program have beyondasthis top musical team. There have been
the
simultaneously presented the faculty and student body of the Uni- stein
versity with an unusual accessibility to the great minds of our genera- people who said they were through but these skeptics
will have to eat their words, now, because the new
tion.
show is first rate entertainment; a collaboration of
Despite his involvement with a journal of rather dubious repute, many great talents and fine showmanship. The amazwe wholeheartedly and unreservedly acknowledge a priest of excep- ing fact about this show is the remarkably few dull
tional intellectual acumen, and most effective administrative ability in moments or overlong sequences for such a new show.
Flower Drum Song is an achievement of pure dethe person of Reverend Francis Sweeney, S.J.?Director of the Boston
light, and an absorbing exciting musical.
College Humanities Series.
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?THIS MAN CAME AS A WITNESS?

a flagrant violation of Catholic discipline. The mistake is that of
practically sharing the Marxist
ideology which is the negation of
Christianity. The violation of dis-

Last Tuesday at 7:00 A.M. the
radios of America broadcast a
great cacaphony of bells and shouting which came from Vatican City.
"Viva II Papa, Viva II Papa!"
roared the crowd as John XXIII
was crowned the Supreme Pontiff.
Then the people subsided to hear
their Pope, in a voice which belied
his nearly seventy-seven years, give
his blessing to the city and the
world. The ceremony was over; the
Pope was crowned.
Whenever a new head of state
appears people begin to ask, :Who
is he, what is he like, what will
he do?" When the head of the
state is the infallible ruler of half
a billion Catholics and the Vicar
of Christ on earth the questions are
more pressing both to Catholics and
non-believers.
Angelo Guiseppe Roncalli was
born on November 25, 1881 in the
Italian village of Sotto II Monte.
In 1900, he began his study for the
priesthood, and on August 10, 1904
he was ordained. For ten years he
was private secretary to the bishop
of Bergamo. During World War I
he was a sergeant in the medical
corps and later a chaplain in mili-

cipline lies in openly disobeying
the living Church."
On the responsibility of the individual to his world, Cardinal
Roncalli said in a 1953 address to
UNESCO, to which he was a special
representative: "But we must not
become the victims of history, or
allow ourselves to be overturned
by it. Rather, we must dominate it,

:

and direct it toward the salvation,
and not toward the destruction and

the shipwreck of the world."
When he was elected his first
words were addressed to the leaders of the world and to their responsibilities to the people;
"What do they ask of you, what
do they beseech from you? They
do not ask these monstrous means
of war, discovered in our time,
which can cause fraternal massacre
and universal slaughter, but peace,
that peace in virtue, in which the
human family can live freely, flourish and prosper; they want justice
that finally includes reciprocal
rights and beauties of the classes
in an equitable solution; they ask
finally tranquility and concord,
from which alone can rise a true

tary hospitals.
In 1925, he began his diplomatic
career as Apostolic Visitor to Bulgaria. In 1935, as an archbishop,
he became Apostolic Delegate to
Turkey and Greece, as well as ad-

ministrator of the Latin Vicariate
Apostolic of Constantinople. Archbishop Roncalli become Apostolic
Nuncio to France in December,
1944. There, he faced the delicate
situation of dealing with a government which was outraged that the
Vatican had retained diplomatic
relations with the Vichy government. He won over the people,
however, and when he was made a
cardinal in 1953, he received his
biretta from Vincent Auriol, the
president of France. As a cardinal,
he was named Patriarch of Venice,
the archdiocese he served until his
election.
Thus, Pope John XXIII brings
with him diplomatic experience,
especially in the East where the
Church is now confronted with the
double travail of communism and
schism. Yet he is not merely an
administrator; he has cared for
Venice for five years. He knows
the problems of the parish and the

prosperity."

vast diplomatic machinery of the

Vatican. There are few men who
have gone from a small mountain
village to a smaller state in central
Italy where power is vast, far beyond that of worldly rulers.
An indication of what a man will
do is found in what he says, and
in what he has said. Naturally, as

Pope

John XXIII

His Venetian patriarchy has given
him a clear view of the menace of
communism. When Italians were
considering an "opening to the
left", a compromise between the
Christians and the Communists,
the then Cardinal Roncalli said:"With regard to Catholics this

a member of the diplomatic corps
his most influential words are
spoken behind closed doors. But his
public pronouncements have been
such that people can already have
an idea of what the Pope thinks. constitutes

a serious mistake and

These are the words of a strong
leader of all people; they are not
the words of a tired old man. There
was some Anglican criticism in
England of the choice of Cardinal
Roncalli and there has been a little uneasiness within the Church
itself over the age of the Pope, but
the above words allay any uneasiness. God will probably not grant
of his predecessor, but he will have
John XXIII the nineteen year reign
a strong pontificate as a servant
of the servants of God.
Pope John XXIII is a diplomat,
an administrator, and a pastor.
From the highest to the lowest he
is all things to all men. He receives the good wishes of Eisenhower, Elizabeth and DeGaulle in
the same spirit as he received his
sister's homemade sausages. When
his voice rang out "urbi et orbi"
the world knew that here was a real
successor to Peter, a true rock of
the Church.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

LETTERS AND MORE LETTERS

To the Editor:
I read with interest your article
on scrapping the name of Boston
College. I do not think that such
drastic action is really necessary.
The name of Boston College could
be kept for the School of Arts and
Sciences, and the new name could
be used for the University. As a
name for all the Colleges together
including Graduate School I would
suggest the name of Tremont University. This is not realy changing
the name since Tremont is the old
name of Boston. So Tremont University would be practically the
same as Boston College but would
not cause confusion in the mails
with another institution. Moreover
the similarity in names is very
bad from other points of views, including the reputation of Boston
College in academic circles that
are not well informed.
There is another reason why the
name of Tremont University would
be most appropriate. Boston College has a Coat of Arms with three
mounts under a book, which is the
symbol of a University. If we call
ourselves Tremont University the
Coat of Arms of Boston College
would become what is called in
heraldry
"Canting Arms", in
French armes parlantes. Canting

Arms are very common in heraldry which is a symbolic art. I do
not know whether this has been
called to the attention of the student body since there are very few
people who know anything about
heraldry.
Sincerely yours,
Raymond dc Roover
Dept. of Economics

Sir:
put a few thoughts into an editoAcolades to the Library for its rial. As an example of the work of
current policy of remaining open the Senate of the School of Educauntil 11 P.M. No other public or tion, I present the following:
private library in the Boston area
1) Sponsorship and direction of
offers both study space and stack an extensive Freshman Orientation
service until such a late hour. The program.
staff is as helpful as ever and the
2) Contributing to the financial
lighting seems to have improved
aid of various Campus-wide acsomewhat. The opportunity of five tivities.
hours of continuous study after
dinner has apparently attracted 3) Presentation of a new Altar
the more serious student, for the to St. Joseph's Oratory in Camlibrary is noticeably more quiet pion Hall.
this semester. The best indication Amid all this criticism, Sir, I
of the fact that this service is ap- pause to congratulate you on your
preciated, is the large number of third paragraph, in which you advocate Senate (or some student
students present each evening.
government) control over activiYours,
ties. This is a fine point, and one
James M. Nee
that could be handled by the presA&S '59
ent form of Student Government.
I noticed that throughout this arTo the Editor:
Sir, I feel that your article, "The ticle, you used some terms very
Great Interregnum" is worthy of interchangeably; thus I was sometimes lost as to which body you
comment.
When the Reader examines this were criticising. These are the
article, he is faced with a work terms by which Student Governwhich is "ludicrous in its achieve- ment is known at Boston College:
ment". As a member of the student
1) Senate?the body which hangovernment "machinery", I would dles affairs pertinent to individual
like to point out to you that your college (A&S, CBA, ED.).
research for this article was scan2) Class Council?the body which
ty.
(mainly social)
In the first paragraph, you com- handles affairs
which pertain to an individual
plain of the achievement of the class (such as Class of '60).
student government here at the
3) Campus Council
this is a
Heights. I do not believe that you
know your subject; for if you did, proposed body (pending acceptance
you would know that Senate meet- of constitution by Senates) which
ing and Class Council meetings are would coordinate activities of the
open to the public. I think it would entire student body. Each of the
be much better to attend a Senate schools has two representatives
meeting now and then to see what from the Senate.
is going on, rather than simply
I hope that this letter will clear
?

the fog that is obscuring your
view of student government at
Boston College. Again, may I remind you that we who "sit back in

tively commendable record. They
have, however, permitted a few
strong willed personages to totally frustrate the initiation of any

Buddha-like contemplation" are semblance of strong overall governhappy to have any interested stu- ment?a state of affairs which has
dent come to a Student Govern- gone on for a period of three years.
ment meeting.
As for our knowledge of the inSincerely,
ner workings of government on
we dare say it is more
campus
James Russell
than adequate. The obstructionists
School of Education
are a mere fraction of the total
governing body; the only blame diEd. Note:
Our criticism of the several rectly attributable to the whole is
smaller units of government was that due to their complacency in
intended only to the extent that permitting this selfish minority to
failure to provide a workable uni- frustrate the will of the majority.
versity council must be primarily We did not aim our criticism diattributable to a lack of concerted rectly at the several individuals
effort on the part of these groups. chiefly responsible because we felt
Within their immediate spheres of a natural reluctance to subject
influence we feel that these units single students to editorial cenhave succeeded in producing a rela- sure.
?

DEADLINE DECEMBER 18
DRAMATIC SOCIETY
ONE ACT PLAYWRITING CONTEST

"ONDINE"
November 21-22
8:30 P.M. CAMPION HALL Auditorium
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They say that religion is coming
back. This may come as some shock
to priests who hadn't noticed its
departure, but it is true, nonetheless. I know it is true because I
read it in the noted religious
weekly, the Saturday Evening
Post. It seems that some scientists
out in Ann Arbor, Michigan, spent
about a year of Sundays counting
the house instead of praying. Their
conclusions are inescapable: religion is the thing to do.
Now all this is very heartening
?it's nice to know that we're back
in the swing of things, and I'm sure
that God is quite pleased with His
new-found popularity
but there
are some phases of this activity
that are rather hard to take. For
one thing we find that the Ten
Commandments are obsolete. Used
to be that people were satisfied
with them, but not today. It seems
that other researchers have discovered that moderns are not accepting the Ten Commandments
quite as well as they should. They
aren't getting into the spirit of the
thing, you might say. The only
remedy for this short-coming is a
revision of them, so that the people
?

will have something with which to
identify and produce a nice, warm
glow of Togetherness. Times like
these, in which the populace casts
desperately about for a leader,
usually produce a giant among men
to carry the day, and we in Boston
are fortunate indeed.

Shortly after religion was weighed and found wanting, one of the
most influential men in Boston
leaned forward in his swivel-chair,
breathed into his microphone, and
showed us the way out of this wildderness of indecision. He told a
hushed group of teen-agers that
he had come to their rescue, that
he had driven off doubt, that he
had rewritten the Ten Command-

ments especially for them, they presentation, and many luminaries
would be known as "The Teen from the world of show-business
Commandments." Then, in recogni- will appear to teach the converts
tion of the solemnity of the mo- the official hymn of the sect?"The
ment, he played a hymn, called Man Upstairs". To insure that the
"Honky-Tonk" (Part Two). This suggestion accepted is completely
news was greeted with rejoicing, appropriate, the chief prophet has
and teen-agers all over New Eng- chosen two well-known theologians
land vied with each other to be the ?a crooner and a baseball player
first on their blocks to be con- ?to judge the entries, presumably
verted. The Teen-Commandments on the basis of neatness, accuracy,
surpassed every hope of the polls- and piety of thought.
ters, for they offered essential
As far as I have been able to asknowledge of ache eradication and
date-arranging, as well as a smat- certain there are as yet no formal
tering of religion, to the rootless governing offices in this sect, but
adolescent. The laws were printed it is certain that such ramificaand distributed in the neighbor- tions are not far behind. We must
hood places of worship
the rec- remember that the proponents of
ord shops. They were reverently this cause are pursuing their work
placed in the same bins with the under a good many difficulties, not
canonical Top-51 sheet and eager- the least of which is finding a way
ly grasped by sweating little hands to collect funds through a radiospeaker. It is confidently expected,
in Search of Direction.
though, that this and other roadAfter a suitable period of time, blocks will be cleared away in five
during which every member of the years time. By then we may reafaithful digested and memorized sonably expect a series of Younghis Teen Commandments, the Married's Commandments. Cynical
prophet introduced a new compo- Bachelor's Commandments, and Old
nent to the sect. A record was Fogies' Commandments.These will
made which tastefully recited the promote better understanding berules to a sensual background of tween age-brackets, while keeping
rock and roll. This occurred but a them completely separate as their
few days ago. Shortly after this needs demand.
coup, he announced a contest, calNow I think it's very nice of the
culated to provide audience-participation in this new faith. It is a dee-jays to get behind like that,
kind of Do-It-Yourself religion, for it's one of the finest gestures I've
the chief prophet has made this a seen. It seems to me that we all
contest to select an eleventh Teen ought to get behind them and push
Commandment. In effect, this her- religion right to the top on the Topetic is creating bishops, for the -51 sheet. We can hold rallies, of
winner of this contest will find his course, and revivals, but the most
amendment appended to the orig- important thing to do is to get to
inal ten, with his esteemed name those record hops every Friday
and Saturday night. That way we
noted below.
can make sure that all those infeBronze plaques will be placed in rior groups with only Ten Comeach and every classroom, of his mandments don't get the upper
high school, eternal reminders of hand And let's all remember the
the winner's piety. A three-day cheer of the sect?Religion! three
Bacchanalian revel will follow this times, with a Tiger! at the end.
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The smash hit

That's how Arrow dress shirtsrate
with college men, coast to coast.
One big reason is their exclusive

they taper to follow body contours

choice of styles anywhere. $5.00
up. Cluett, Peabody &> Co., Inc.
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The increased cost of jet airliners may quite possibly involve
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mergers and consequent personnel

in gaining entrance to post-graduate work. A trip to a prospective

institution over a vacation period
is a small investment compared to
a life time vocation.

NOV. 14

8:00 P.M.
McHUGH AUDITORIUM
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc
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Have you a date for the Weekend? M
.... football game, dance or are your
W
\u25a0|
I1
visiting?
\%
parents or friends
j

If you really

L

]

y
M
I
M

want to treat

them right bring them

128 for luncheon or dinner. Dining Room
open 12 to 2 and 6to 9 p.m.; Sundays 12 to 9 p.m.
Coffee Shop 7 a.m. to midnight.

Hotel
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ern,

erary farmer Pasternak, he has
Staid old Beantown is being eloquently stated more than all the
rocked from pillar to post lately May Day demonstrations put toby everybody's opinion on the ar- gether could ever hope to.
chitectural design of the new govTo the students who are thinkernment center. Surely some compromise between ultra-modern de- ing of graduate work, there is no
sign and colonial charm can be time like the present to begin inworked out. Another Rockefeller vestigation of fellowships, assistplaza would shock the many tour- antships, etc. The feeling among
ists who annually tramp about many of the faculty members is
Fanueil Hall and its environs but that being able to present a knowllets not bring back the gaslights edgeable plan of courses you intend to persue is a prime requisite
either.
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feet

cuts. With more collective artillery
the present companies are getting
of the before mentioned outside stronger every day in their efforts
groups, changes in government to cut labor costs.
policy are necessary to prevent
Once in a great while, out of the
money supply from becoming a
private product. There is a great great totalitarianand faceless mass
we know as Russia, a little glint
deal of evidence that the governslips out. Such a
ment itself might be guilty of this of individualism
Pasternak
by use of subsidies and grants glimmer was Boris
whose "Dr. Zhivago" stands out as
which involve relatively large a hope
which lurks in the minds of
amounts of capital outlay.
millions of Red-controlled people.
Undoubtedly one of the biggest Dr. Zhivago is not a fired up paproblems is inflation, and the pub- triot with a Molotov Cocktail ready
lic's general "so-what" attitude to throw, but a person concerned
towards it. Unfortunately, but un- with saving his family caught in
derstandably, John Doe is more in- the clutches of tyranny. Perhaps it
terested in the week's pay check is the fact that he represents the
than what the Federal rediscount individual rather than the class
rate is. What the commission will which has irked the Communists
try to outline is a system which so. They would above all else demakes the various business enter- stroy the individual; it is not so
prises and government agencies easy to paint the single man in
more cognizant of their role in dark colors as it is the "capitaleconomic conditions?a little long ists" or the "aristocracy."
range; but better money for everyWhatever may happen to the litbody ultimately.
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this week by six major EastCapital, American, TransWorld, United, and Pan American
World Airways. They agreed to
shave losses caused by a walkout
affecting one of their number by
relinquishing the increased profit
to the struck member. Immediately
afterwards, two scheduled strikes
were postponed to consider latest
company offers. It appears the
trend towards industry-wide bargaining will give the airlines more
staying power in times of stress.

The strongest device yet employed by management to strengthen its collective bargaining position with labor was signed into ef-

"GIVE tM....
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One of the most comprehensive
studies ever undertaken of U.S.
monetary policy will shortly be inaugurated by the National Commission on money and credit. Of
paramount importance to the commission, headed by Betrand Fox
of Harvard Business School, is the
question of whether the control of
money has slipped partially from
the government's Federal Reserve
System into insurance companies
and other concerns where money
is invested in pension and savings
Much is known about credit creation as such by the Federal Reserve and how it affects the economy. In view of the rapid growth
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THE TRUMAN LECTURE

John McAuliffe, Jr.
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9 miles from Boston College at the intersection

Ballroom Dancing Saturday Evenings.
Couples only.
Larry Cooper's Orchestra.

NEW! CONVENIENT! MODERN!

Complete hotel facilities. 101 bedrooms, single from $8,
double from $11. Free Parking.
D. KENT EATON, JR., General Manager
For information and reservation
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By BOB
A lean, 150-lb. sophomore led Minnesota to its
first Big Ten championship in 1900. Years later,
this same man became one of the nation's most successful coaches and ironically enough, would have
nothing to do with small men like himself in football. A fierce man, considered a cynic by many, he
was noted for his cold devotion to duty and an absolute lack of sentimentality. "I want my players to
be normal Americans six days out of the week," he
would say, "but the day of the game they must look
upon the college as a patriot looks upon the flag
during a time of national peril."
This man, Gilmour Dobie, finished his thirtyseven years of rigorous coaching with a three-year
period as Boston College mentor. After a short pcriod as coach of North
Dakota Agricultural
College. Dobie moved
on to Washington

where he fashioned

HART

hilarity by calling the rector (Father Gallagher)
"Parson Gallagher."
His first team chalked up six wins, two ties, and
was defeated by only a strong Temple team, 14-0.
Michigan State had hopes of a "Boston Massacre"
at Fenway Park. The "Mighty Mite", Tilly Ferdenzi,
(sft. 4in.) proved to Dobie the value of a small
player when he led the Eagles from behind to a
13-13 finish against the powerful Spartans. For such
a short athlete, he was a remarkable pass receiver,
driving out a 91-yd. touchdown and setting up the
second. Silence fell on the crowd when he was
knocked unconscious after being hit from all sides
on a pass reception. Revived, he returned to call
signals. Fella Gintoff saved the Eagles from defeat
with a perfect conversion. Ferdenzi, physically exhausted after

the brutal clash, received a tremendous
ovation.

an

amazing 58-0-2 record
in nine seasons. In 1916
he went to Annapolis
where Dobie and the
Navy should have been
a perfect combination.
He insisted upon iron
discipline and demanded top condition
everyday matters at
the academy.
His cynical outlook
earned him the title of
"Gloomy Gil". In reality he was more frightened than his players,
going through torture
playing the game for
his teams. But gloomy
or not, Dobie managed
to run up a record of
180 wins, lost but 45,
and tied 15 in a career

Injuries hampered

the effectiveness of the
1937 club. With only
two men intact the entire season, the Maroon
and Gold finished with
a 4-4-1 record. A 21-7
victory over Kansas
was the year's most
impressive game. When
one trip led the Eagles
into the Washington,
D. C. railroad depot,
players spotted President Roosevelt and

?

buzzed
formed

excitedly.

By JERRY FITZGIBBON
Sports Editor
Articles upbraiding the student
body for its lack of spirit at football games are often written but
seldom read. Rightly so. Only a
masochist would deliberately peruse
a dozen paragraphs of venomed attack directed at him. The author is
usually sanguine and idealistic
enough to actually believe that his
articles might stimulate the student body to cheer the following
Saturday. Face it, the project is
doomed to failure. Nobody who sits
closed-mouthed in the stands week
after week is going to change be-

Passe'
NIChesorwing
tering light of the new doctrine you
need a repertory of cogent explanations. You are not arrogant, but
just a little above cheering (The
questioning visitor, let's assume,
does not know you never fail to
hoot and holler at a dropped glass
in the cafeteria.) That type of
thing is fine for young people, even
for lower classmen, but upper
classmen should maintain an aloof
air for purposes of appearing distinguished. You add that there are
also other ways of distinguishing

upperclassmen from lower classmen, but don't press it. Let it go
at that.
You cite the dangers of mass
of
some
trite
article.
The
cause
sportswriter shouldn't even bother demonstration, what a short step
to pepper his typewriter ribbon it is from shouting to rioting. Out
about it. Besides, cheering is now of prudent cautiousness you prefer
passe.
not to raise your voice. Naturally
I favor no cheering and have your law is not absolute. From time
outlined here a doctrine which has to time during the game you may
for its end the creation of a breed feel called upon to bellow "Down
of enlightened individuals who re- in front" in tones that set the
frain from lending so much as a Tower trembling.
After five days of academic
syllable of vocal support to an organized cheer. They are the con- regimentation no fink cheerleaders
scientious abstainers. Perhaps you are going to get a "B" out of you.
are among the thousands who at- They can shout commands through
tend BC games and never cheer, those megaphones and spin cart-

In-

this, the
phlegmatic Dobie replied, "I don't see any
reason to get up in the
air. He lives here,
doesn't he?"

of

The following year,
"Gloomy Gil's" hard(Photo Credit: N. Hasenfus)
ened athletes turned
After fifteen years
1937
Eagle Captain,
Dobie
with
the
Coach
Gilmour
out a 6-1-2 record, the
at Cornell, Dobie came
Tony DiNatale
sole loss coming at the
to the Heights where
hands of an experienced Crusader squad sparked by
he had the off-tackle maneuver down to an exact sciBill Osmanski. The Heights men turned out a 13-0
ence. If two man blocking wouldn't spring the runvictory over Northeastern in the first night game
ner loose, Dobie's planning allowed for a third or
fourth or even a fifth blocker to get the defense ever played at Boston College. In a Hollywood protacklers. It was concentration of sheer brute power ducer's story-book game, an enlightened Eagle
upon one spot. He tolerated no tackling dummies, eleven, with two minutes left to play, came from behind to tic the score with favored Michigan 6-6.
prefered to use players as live targets.
During the Spring practice of 1936, Dobie was Then, with but fifteen seconds to go, Boston College
whooping up his players when one supercharged moved into field goal position as Fella Gintoff put
end plowed into the 57 year old mentor, breaking the pigskin between the uprights, just as the game
his collarbone. This did not stop him however. After came to an end and the crowd went wild over the
amazing 9-6 victory.
medical attention, he returned to complete the sesA similar thriller was almost repeated the followsion.
ing week when Boston College and Temple battled
As Dobie was a Presbyterian and couldn't get
used to the Catholic jargon, he aroused considerable to a 26-26 score. In the closing seconds of the game,
an Eagle player broke loose for a
touchdown only to be slowed by

that stretched for al-

most four decades.

AlardShines
EaIglnes Win

BTOyMHUGHES
between neither of these boys would

have

Credit: John

Mullin)

Last Saturday's clash
Boston College and the College of
the Pacific was one of the finest
displays of football that has been
seen at the Heights in a decade.
The game featured outstanding
play in every department of football. Dick Bass lived up to pregame expectations by virtually

been worth a nickel if they didn't
havethe beef up front for protection.
Let's look at Allard's performance last Saturday. He completed
9 out of 17 passes for a grand total of 168 yards. Don was never
better hitting his targets with the
accuracy of a Marine sharpshooter.

(Photo

AMABILE TO FLANAGAN FOR

A TOUCHDOWN

His ends were making catches the
likes of which have not been seen
since the 1956 Cross game, when
Bill Toland robbed the Eagles to
break the deadlock.
Then again Allard did not have
to hurry his passes because he had
ample time to spot and hit his receivers. The Eagle line played hard
slaps given to Allard and Bass it down-to-earth football throughout
might be thought by those who the game. They held the great Bass
have little knowledge of football to just 53 yards in 19 carries; they
that the outcome of the game rested harrassed the C.O.P. quarterback
on these two ballplayers. Without to a point where he was on his
taking away anything from these back more than on his feet. The
two Ail-Americans (and they are) C.O.P. fullback, Gene Campbell,

tearing off long spectacular runs.
Don "Ack-Ack" Allard returned
after a five week layoff to prove
that with his arm the Eagles are
unstoppable. The Eagle pass receivers were never better. The running of Jim Duggan and Frank
Rabbotie left little to be desired.
With all the praise and back-

(Photo

Credit: John

Mullin)

O'HANLEY CLOSES IN
but you don't know exactly why. wheels, but you'll be hanged if
When the folks or a date come up you'll give them a "B".
Your position stems from a nato the heights to see a game, and
remark on the lack of enthusiasm, tural human reaction, the inherent
how do you defend it? Do you lie obstinacy to insistence. Of course
that this week was an exception? when best buddy, Randolph bursts
Do you insist that the accoustics into personal cheers it is another
of Alumni Stadium are so bad that matter. It is admirable from the
cheering passes unheard ? Of course point of view of individuality and
you can always plead the old re- showmanship. You feel BC needs
current laryngitis condition. But more pioneers so you encourage
chances are the visitor will not be him. You may also need a ride
convinced. The excuses limp. This home.
By now the interrogator should
article will help you out from under if you follow the arguments be convinced. If need be you can
closely. You must reason to a code add that the silence enables you to
hear what the opposite stands are
of silence.
Motive for being at the games saying about you. With the wind
at all is very important. You at- right you might overhear what's
tend either out of curiosity, loyal- being said in the huddle. Jumping
an official and then tackled as the ty
to Alma Mater, desire to fortify up and down obstructs the view of
game came to a finish.
next week's discussions in the cafe- those behind you. Who knows how
Charlie O'Rourke gave the fans teria, or some other equally noble many crippled or aged back there
an exhibition of daring football in motive. You are not there out of are unable to stand ? Applause
Boston College's first meeting with
any great love for the sport or the given moderately as a sign of poa member of the Big Ten, Indiana. team. Interest could lead to enthus- liteness is always acceptable. Loud
Standing in punt formation on the
iasm. You have done enough in ap- cheering of course is out of the
goal line, O'Rourke dazzled every- pearing at the wooden-benched, question.
one by a sprint around end for 25 windswept stadium. No one should
In addition, the cheerleaders, seyards. Then gained 52 more on the expect more. It is the prerogative lected because of their mellifluous
ground; took to the air and gained of a ticket-holder to cheer or not voices (There is not other possible
an additional 15, from whence Cigas he likes. You reason to your con- explanation( could easily pass unnetti shot for the score. Cowhig viction. It is all very logical.
appreciated in the roar of the
scored the second touchdown on
First of all, cheering is unneces- crowd. Finally, the rah-rah busia pass interception. Goodreault sary, plain and simple. You need ness is a downright nuisance to
smothered the Indiana backfield, not even mention that it imperils the collegian engaged in lighting
rendering its passing offense usethe health, upsets the bulge-under- cigarettes in the wind or explainless. With this 14-0 victory, addi- coat
ritual, and may even rattle ing to Betty Co-ed why the ball has
tional national prestige came to
players themselves. Everyone such a funny shape.
the
the Heights.
It is not enough that throughout
knows quarterbacks have been
This was Dobie's last year with known to become so peeved at the the entire game cheerleaders harass
the Eagles. The master of detail
in the stands that they the BC stands with vexing deand fundamentals had left Boston racket
and raise their hands to stop mands for cooperation. They enCollege with young athletes who scowl
A of course is the suc- tertain some childish notion that
made possible the two great teams it. Exhibit team
cess
of
the
without student unified cheering is purposeful.
that followed under Frank Leahy. backing. Last Saturday
16,000 fans They seem to believe the testimony
Leahy himself credited the Dobie managed
to remain almost perfect- of many players like Ed DeGraw
precision and detail for much of ly still, and
yet the team won 25- who remarked that when he heard
his own success.
-12.
In
the team staged the BC fans in Syracuse he felt he
Marquette
Right up to his retirement, Dobie
three goal-line stands despite the could move that mountain. They
and
large
lively
formed
athheld
of BC rooters. Anyone who cling tenaciously to the archaic
letes in the highest esteem. In absence
says that with support out there in idea that vocal support can spark
that last season he called only
goal-line might not a team, can lift morale.
three Boston Collegers by their Milwaukee the
We can rid the campus of this
been necessary deserves to
first names: John Yauchoes, 260 have
vast vestige of backwardness if
ignored.
be
pounds; Chester Gladchuk, 248
Those who simply refrain from everyone will carefully study the
pounds; and Joe Jabilski, 240
cheering without sufficient reason arguments just put forth. There is
pounds.
must be classed with the dim- a danger that those who don't, the
witted and ignorant. Don't be undecided, wishy-washy, element
had a very frustrating day to say caught off guard should someone in the stands this Saturday could
the least. Time and time again he wonder why you show up week in the excitement of the action fall
was halted by a swarm of maroon after week and talk of little else prey to their emotions and clap or
tacklers, making his yardage in Lyon's caf, yet refuse to con- even give a "B". Go forward enmeagre.
tribute to an organized cheer. lightened ones, tell them they must
In summing up the Eagle's 25-12 Don't be ham-strung by questions steel themselves with logical arvictory it is pure pleasure to ima- like "Why do you join in when guments for tranquility. Our motto:
gine Dashing Dick Bass in the B.C. your pal in the next seat is pos- be a conscientious abstainer.
backfield. With boys like DeGraw, sessed to shout 'Give me a Band You're off to a good start if you
Casey, the Bennett brothers, and respond only with a silent smirk of don't yet know the word to "Alma
the rest paving the way, the guy superiority when cheer-leaders ask Mater". Our goal this Saturday:
would have more yardage than for cooperation?" To defend your- absolute silence, so pin you can
self and place yourself in the flat- hear a quiet drop.
Kennedy has dollars.
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DempsyC
Jack hosen

BENTBROS.

NTreacwkCaptain

By JIM SAVAGE
The heir-apparent to Eddy Allard as B.C.'s number one trackman of this decade is twenty-one year
old senior Jack Dempsey from Maiden, Mass. Jack,
who is currently tossing the hammer and discus
across many a field and armory floor, threatens to
dislodge Allard from his perch on B.C.'s track and
field throne. Dempsey who won the hammer throw
last year against Holy Cross by defeating Yin Promuto, the Crusader lineman, by eight inches, has
improved so rapidly over the past three years that
to the breathless track and field enthusiasts (and
no sports constituency anywhere breathes harder
than do track fans) it is only a matter of moments
before Jack will be setting records.
Dempsey blazed into the company of "track elite"
when he placed second in the hammer throw at the
Eastern Intercollegiate Track Meet last year. Since
then he never left his newly found environment.
But Jack has not always enjoyed the company
of track elite. Three years ago, when he first went
out for the team primarily because he had no previous track experience, it was predicted that he
would probably be snowed under competing against
seasoned and experienced athletes. He surprised the
'track experts' though, and before the end of the
season had rolled around, Mr. Dempsey had won his
Varsity letter in track, and was destined to play a
prominent role in coach Bill Gilligan's future plans.
The following year Jack was elected captain. He
wasn't the first Dempsey to hold down the job. In
1920, his father, Jack Sr. was track captain and also
a regular on the baseball team.
According to Bill Gilligan, Dempsey who stands
at five feet ten inches and weighs 195, is ideal for
the hammer and discus events. "Also in Jack's favor," says Gilligan, "is his wonderful sense of coordination and timing. These are two vital elements

MERIT
PRAISE

BPHyL
IL ANGAN

you might

Back in the late twenties and
early thirties when Boston College
was a dominant force in Eastern

football, brother combinations in
the starting lineup were a common
occurrence. The Cronin brothers,

the Kilroys, and Pat and Tim Credan were either existing on a
steady diet of pay dirt, or red-dog-

have guessed, tackles on

the gridiron. "They do everything
together", a close friend commented; "they study, eat, practice,
and date at the same time; and
where one goes the other is sure
to follow." This is borne out by the
fact that they are both economics
majors in CBA, members of the
ROTC, and both are headed for
their father's Electronics Company
in Worcester after graduation and

ging enemy opponents all over the
old Alumni Stadium. Since the days
of falling economy and five cent the service.

apples, brother combinations have
been the exception rather than the
rule.
One of the pleasant exceptions,
as far as Mike Holovak and company are concerned, are the Bennett brothers, Steve and Leon.
These two Herculean type athletes
were the generous gift of Fordham
University, up near old Broadway,
who fortunately decided to give up
pigskin activities indefinitely in
1955.
Steve and Leon (and I'll bet
Holy Cross hates this) come from
Worcester, where they were lettermen in Basketball, Baseball, and,
of course, Football at Auburn High.
After graduation, Fordham's
grounds proved a bit more inviting
to the boys than our local institutions. So off they went in 1954. I
should have said Leon was the first
to go, for Steve graduated in '55,
but big Leon decided to wait a year
so both could graduate together.
Then came Fordham's thoughtful
decision, and Mr. Holovak and his
associates were in business. "Steve
and Leon are two fine football
players", quoted Mike, "they have
really matured on the gridiron this
year, and its made a big difference
in the team's performances."
This maturity was clearly displayed last Saturday against College of The Pacific, as Steve and
Leon were in on sixty percent of
the tackles, and made a habit of
keeping Dick Bass from penetrating the promised land. One member of the fourth estate referred
to them as: "the outstanding linemen on the field"; not a bad compliment with the likes of DeGraw,
Gautreau, Casey, Glynn, and Flanagan roaming over the premises.
The aforementioned incident of
Leon waiting a year for his brother
is typical of the two, who have been
identical in their actions since high
school where they were forwards
on the basketball team, pitcher and
catcher on the baseball squad, and,

OLD VIENNA
1316 Commonwealth

Steve and Leon both agreed that
Syracuse was the toughest team
the Eagles have faced all year.
They called the Orangemen's line
"murder." "After that game and
the Villanova loss, we were pretty
depressed," Leon said, "but, we
got ourselves up for Marquette
and showed we were a good club.
"Since then, the boys have been
keyed up for every game, and, barring injuries, we could go undefeated the rest of the way." Steve,
the quieter of the two, nodded
agreement.

Despite their athletic prowess

and speed, these two tackles had
their share of bad luck in the past

two years.
They were hit hard by injuries,
especially Leon, and they had the
misfortune to play with some of
the top linemen in the East, (viz.
John Miller and Tom Lane), which
cost them consistent starting roles.
This year things have been different.
Andy Gustafson, who rarely lets
praise flow freely, credited Steve
and Leon with the defeat of his
Miami charges.
"Those two boys were great," he
said. "They ruined us, and what I
wouldn't give for the two of them."
"Handball? What is it? You
On the subject of Pro football,
both boys were undecided and reti- mean that we have it here at Boscent about forwarding any infor- ton College?" Many students would
probably react this way if quesmation.
GRID TALK: Detroit, despite a tioned about this game. In fact,
losing season, should prove a tough they might not know where to beoutfit. Their situation is similar to gin if they wished to "take a
that of Villanova when the Wild- whack" at this rapid-action, easyto-play sport. You don't register
cats upset B.C. one month agoyou just
When Don Allard and Tom for informal handball
Greene hook up on T.V. in Decem- play. The gymnasium is open for
ber, football adherents will get a squash and handball from 10:00
chance to view the two best all- A.M. to 5:30 P.M. The squash
around signal-callers in the busi- courts which are also used for
handball, are located in the baseness.
A tip of the "Heights" hat to ment of the gym, in the right-hand
John Flanagan, who performed as corridor as you enter from the side
well as B.U.s Jim Kenney last which faces the campus. Before you
week, and received little or no can use the new courts, the I.M.
credit for his efforts.
office insists that the following
?

HOfBRAU

Onion Rings, French Fried Potatoes, Chef Salad, Rolls and Butter
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Tenderized Veal Cutlets
Peas,

years.

"Last year

we

were hard hit with illness and

injury, but we have all but two men back from that
team. At the present time however we have no polevaulter and we lack depth in a few other events.
There are many students who have the potential;
but are either unaware of it or are too lazy to represent their school."
And as Bill Gilligan says,"It was a fortunate
day for track at B.C. when Jack Dempsey decided
to try out for the team. Three years ago he was
unheard of. Today he has an excellent chance of
breaking into the record book. Not bad for a fellow
who wasn't even supposed to make the team, let
alone become captain!
TRACK TALK: Bill Gilligan's cross country team
continues to roll1 up the opposition. Last week it was
Amherst tasting defeat, 20-37.

?

NOVEMBER 21-22

Rolls and Butter

Sauerkraut or Knockwurst

simple rules be observed:
Now we've rented lockers, gotten
1. The student must present his gym suits, presented our ID cards
identification card, which is in the and reserved a court
but how do
back of the athletic book, at the we play? The rules are simple and
I.M. locker room, No ID?No play. easily mastered. The court is mark2. A locker must be rented from ed by a short line sixteenfeet from
the I.M. office, either for the sea- the front wall, and by a service line
son at $2.50, of which $1.50 is re- five feet in back of the short line.
funded at the end of the year, or There is a line ten feet from the
at ten cents each time you visit the floor on the back wall. The game
gym. The first choice is obviously can be played either "singles" (two
the more popular, the better, and players), or "doubles" (two teams
of two players each). Gloves may
the more economical.
3. A full gym suit with white- be worn, provided they are of a
soled sneakers must be worn. This soft material, and have no webcan be bought at any sporting- bing between the fingers. The ball
is of soft inflated rubber, about
goods store.
4. A court should be reserved, two inches in diameter.
if possible; however, if the courts
The player who is to serve stands
are not in use, this is unnecessary. on
the service line, bounces the ball
on the floor, and hits it on the rebound against the front wall. The
ball is in play if it is touched by

ONDINE

5 minutes from the college)

Minute Sirloin Steak

Whipped Potatoes, Fresh

competitor.
"It's not so much that he's trying to beat the
other fellows as he is trying to master himself.
He's always working on it."
When asked about himself Jack Dempsey was
rather hesitant, but when the chatter 'got around'
to his team's future Dempsey suddenly turned orator.
"The cross-country team is one of the best in
New England. Indoors and outdoors we have a great
chance of finishing with the best record in many

Handball Courts Are Now
Open For Student Activity

- LITTLE

Aye. (Just

in a sport such as this, and Jack has acquired a remarkable sense of both."
"You know", Gilligan went on,"the impact in
the hammer and discus events is something terrific.
You feel the shock through your whole body; and
sometimes is just about snaps your arms off."
"But to return to Jack, funny thing about him,
I can always tell whether or not he has it in a
meet, and I've never been wrong yet. Jack's a fierce

99(5

Boiled Potato, Rolls and Butter

where there's life...

._

0

the receiver before it hits the
floor behind the short line, and remains in play, being hit against the
front wall alternately by opposing
players until one loses the rally
by: a) failing to return the ball
before it strikes the floor twice;
b) returning the ball so that it
hits the floor before it hits the
front wall; c) striking the back
wall above the ten-foot line. If the
server makes a "bad serve", that
is, if the ball doesn't hit the front
wall, he is permitted another try,
if this is also bad, he (or his team)
loses the rally. If a player touches
the ball with anything but his
hands, he or his team forfeits the
rally. Whoever accumulates twenty-one points first, wins. The serve
changes hands every five points.
A game cannot be won by one
point; a player or team must, if
the game is tied at 20-20, score
two successive points in order to
win?just as in ping-pong.
Above are the essential rules
for non-tournament play. As you
can see, handball is a sport which
is somewhat similar, in effect, to
tennis. It requires no great bodily
strength, yet it is no game of
checkers. It's fast, fun and full of
action. Handball is just the thing
for getting rid of those extra
pounds, or for working off the
energy which you've accumulated
during that last dull class.
So we hope to see those courts
bustling with activity. A few practice sessions will make you fairly
proficient
Go to it!
?
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CHoelirdeTuesday

By JOE

SCALLEY

The quality of the football teams in the forthcoming years at B. C. will be determined largely
by the content of the freshman squads. This year
the freshmen were expected to perform quite well
but they succumbed in their first two games to
Harvard and B. U. by the respective scores of 18-6
and 14-0. Next Tuesday afternoon the youngsters
will attempt to atone for their previous defeats in
their meeting with the freshmen from Holy Cross.
LOW IN QUANTITY AT WORCESTER
At Worcester, the younger Purple have suffered
from lack of numbers. A call for help had to be
sent through the classrooms when only 17 candidates reported to practice. A large portion of Holy
Cross's prospective team moved in an exodus down
the Pike to Chestnut Hill after attending a prep
school in Worcester last year, leaving a thin group
to defend the applesauce supply. The reasons for
the departure were varied but Chestnut Hill apparently seemed more appealing than Mt. St. James.
However, the Holy Cross plebes apparently make
up in quality what they lack in quantity and they
emulate their varsity in playing with 11 men
throughout most of the ball game. The best looking
back for the Gross thus far has been Gerry Wheeler,
a breakaway star at South Boston High, who
grabbed all sorts of awards as the outstanding
player in the Boston District League. Southie was
undefeated last year and Gerry had something to
do with it. Another man to watch for the visitors
Tuesday afternoon is a big end, Henry Zellen, whom
Eddie Anderson expects to receive a number of
Moynihan passes within a few years.
MYLESKI TO KIROUAK
For the home team, there are some outstanding
players on whom Holovak is counting for future
squads. The boy with the largest buildup has been

a tall, rugged end, Lou Kirouak. Lou played for
Bishop Bradley in Manchester, N.H. and was good
enough to make high school Ail-American and to
receive attention from most football schools. Kirouak is a doubtful starter Tuesday, though, for he
severed calf ligaments in the game with B.U.. This
injury will probably keep him in the stands. Most
often flipping passes to Kirouak has been Joe
Myleski, a sturdy quarterback who can also run
with the ball.
George van Cott and Charley Bennett, the latter
an all scholastic from Roslindale, also should see
service at the quarterback position. Coach Lou
Florio wants to see the qualities of each of the
players, and usually lets each man play at least a
portion of the game.
HALFBACK CAN MOVE
Bob Hagarty, a teammate of Navy's Joe Bellino
at Winchester High, has shown well at halfback
and might be aible to break away if conditions are
right. Charley Finch and Tony Asetto are two more
backfield men who can come through with yardage
on occasion.
HEAVY, STRONG LINE
The line is big and strong. It's mobility is sometimes hampered by loose footing but usually opposing backs know when they've been hit. John
"Nibbles" Buckley is one of the tackles along with
Dave Yell. Buckley was a standout at Mission High,
Roxbury. Guards are Bill Byrne and Vin Flumerd.
Paul Connelly at 240 pounds usually sees action in
the middle of the line at center.
This November 11 date has become quite popular as the day for the freshman game. Last year
almost 10,000 saw John Amahile and Larry Eisenhauer among others battle the Cross to the 14-14
tie. With weather conditions good, perhaps 'an equal
number will see this year's contest.
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goals to

for the remainder of the game, he
could not stem the tide of the
spirited "men from Troy." Coach
Phil "Buck" Higgins had a great
deal of praise for his injured squad
and still sees a bright future in
the season's remaining games.
The next match is tentatively
set for Sunday against Williams
College in Williamstown, Mass.

WHITE
White to move and win in four moves
LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION:
White
Black
1. K?Kn 1
1. N?KB 7 eh
2. N?KR 6 oh
2. K?KR 1
3. Q?Kn lch
3. R x Q
4. N?KB 7 mate

GLAMORIZE YOUR DATE!

Orchid Corsages
GARDENIAS, ROSES & CAMELLIAS
AT BiG OQc
SAVINGS!

and
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MEMORIAL DRIVE, CAMBRIDGE
near Boston Unlversi,Y Bridge

OPEN EVERY NITE 'TIL 9

»

Route 9 NEWTON

store closed Sat. at 6
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"She's a

NOQOZ

When the student body sits

in class all day, getting numb
nt both ends,be crazy like
a fox. Keep on your toes with
NoDoz. Be alert for late-hour
studying and hep on late
dates. Safe as coffee and much
more convenient.
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Facultiet alert,
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DETROIT

1958 SCHEDULE
Sept. 19?George Wash. (N)
Sept. 26?Air Force Acad. (N)
Oct. 3?Quantico M. (N)
Oct. 11?at Villanova
Oct. 18?at Xavier

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

25?Arizona State
1?Marquette

8?at Boston College
22?Dayton

1957 RESULTS
(Won 6, Lost 3)
14 Marquette
12 Air Force Academy
28 Wichita
30 Xavier
16 Boston College
20 Cincinnati
16 Villanova
33 Quantico Marines
10 Dayton

0

...

19

0
20
20
12

7
0

20

B.C.-DETROIT SERIES
(B.C. Won 7,. Lost 5)
BC

0
8

0

Year

1921
1922
1937

9
20

1938

1939

13

1951

Detroit

23

6

23

14
13

19

Year

B.C.

28
10

1952
1953
1954
1955

33

12

7
20

Detroit

20
20
7

0

12

1956
1957

16

triumphant Lady"

RALLY
ROUND
THE FLAGON, BOYS!
In the bar car Herman Trimble, boy adult, quivered as
he quaffed his final sip of Schaefer. His beloved wife
Calliope was waiting for him at the next station stop.
He hadn't seen her since morning.
"Halt, ground!" he shouted as the train ground to a
halt. Whimpering, he raced along the platform?past
old Gear, the stationmaster, past the familiar Schaefer
sign, to a little foreign car. Inside sat Calliope, chic,
nubile, slack-jawed. Herman clawed open the door,
sprang forward, kissed her eyes, ears, nose and throat.
"We must hurry," Calliope cried, breaking free and
slamming his head against the dash. "PTA meets tonight, and ESP and SAC and various othercivic groups."
"Life with you is a circus, Calliope," Herman sighed,
thinking of older, sweeter times. "Do you recall when
Schaefer was your kind of beer? When our days were
filled with soft words and anchovy canapes and tall,
cold draughts of Schaefer? And we would sit close together on that old, overstuffed Ottoman?or was it a
man named Otto?"
"Schaefer still is my kind of beer," she said, eyes moist.
"Realbeer. Experts call it round
BwwwS
because it has a smooth har*^^\
mony of flavors."
"Oh, Calliope, you remember!"
Herman said. "Near here there
p'lf'y'^
is an old barn made over into a
l!
*'
nightclub. It is called The Old
f
Barn Nightclub. Let us go there
f
now for Schaefer and lantern <,*.
shine and 00-la-la."
Calliope, laughing merry assent, rammed the car into
Gear, who was pushing a baggage cart past them. Unhurt but angry, he stood muttering at them long after
they had disappeared into the Schaefer-golden sunset.
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Antony and Cleopatra
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*NoUtoPrexy:

Publicity Director:
Dick Huston

one.

With R.P.I, leading 1-0 Bill
Roberts scored his second goal of
the season from his left wing position. Roberts, who was moved up
from his usual fullback position,
then, had to leave the game with
a painful side injury, and although
his replacement, Brendon Gallivan,
A&S '60 played well, he was not
enough to offset the hardfelt loss
of the big wing from Clifton, New
Another injury struck the crippled
Eagles when Captain Manuel Gonzales came up with a pulled thigh
muscle and although he 'stayed in

Keep On Your
Toes With

System: Winged T
Captain: Lou Faoro

A highly spirited but injuryriddled soccer team tasted its first
defeat of the season, last weekend,
a;s the B. C. squad was downed by
a high scoring R.P.I, team, five

Jersey.

Route

Location: Detroit, Michigan
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F & s motors inc
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HARVARD SQUARE
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Head Coach: Wallace L. Fromhart
Nickname: The Titans
Colors: Cardinal and White

SOCCER

By JOHN DALEY

Q,Q

1:30 P.M.

EL 4-6160

THE F.4M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. Y.
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Letter
To the editor,
In my three and a half years as
a student at the Heights I have
faithfully read each week's edition
of The Heights. I think I am voicing the sentiments of my fellow
students when I say that for the
most part The Heights has done a
commendable job in disseminating
to the students of our fair University pertinent and useful information. It is unfortunate therefore
that there should appear occasionally in your paper articles which
detract appreciably from the high
purpose which the paper I am sure
purports to accomplish. These articles generally are inspired by actual or chimerical problems which
certain of your contributors attack
rather unrestrainedly by going off
the deep end in an astoundingly
immature fashion. They are usually characterized by an avalanche
of pedantic verbiage conceived as
a method of sufficiently disguising
the real issue of the problem. Generally they are designed to explicitly or implicitly arraign certain individuals or organizations
on campus for reasons which are
left conveniently vague by the attacker. All this is truly unfortunate for it diminishes greatly the
respect which the student body
should hold for your paper.
I have been prompted to write
this letter by what I shall charitably refer to as an editorial entitled
"The Great Interregnum" which
appeared in last week's edition of
The Heights. In this particular article the writer flamboyantly attacked student government for its
failure to effectively perform duties which the writer as self appointed judge deemed to be theirs.
The interregnum referred to is
the past two years in which a

CONCENTRATED COURSES
(Continued from Page 1)

A Freshman representative in reference to the editorial appearing
in the last issue of The Heights
asked if they were any basis for
the editorial's stand; (the editorial
decried the lack of leadership in
coordination of the various levels
of the student government structure). To this issue Mr. Weston
Jenks answered that the subject
under consideration was the
Campus Council rather than the
Student Senate. With the discussion
period closed, the program was officially concluded. However, many
section representatives remained to
discuss other issues with faculty

representatives.

Aack

Cjf

Senior Yearbook
Supply Limited

newly concerned system of student government has been laboriously hit with increasingly encouraging results installed at Boston
College. The writer implicitly bewails the loss of the old method
of student government which was
based upon a University-wide Stu-

The first payment for the senior
class yearbook, the 1959 SUB
TURRI, is due no later than
November 28. Payments are to be
made to the collectors in each section, who have been supplied with
proper identification.

dent Council. If the writer had
taken the time to investigate the
reasons for the abolishment of the
old system he would have learned
that it was through the initiative
and foresight of the members of
that University Student Council
themselves that the new system
was originated.

It is essential that all those who
want a yearbook make this initial
five dollar ($5.00) payment before

the deadline, as this is thecriterion
by which the number of books to

Further throughout the editorial
the word "council" is used to identify the object of the attack. I
Heights Photo by Jack Mullen
ask, what council? Certainly it
doesn't refer to the class council.
Shown above is the new altar and tabernacle in the Saint Joseph's
Then it must refer to the purposed Oratory in the School of Education. The altar was donated by the
campus council. But to engender Student Senate of the School of Education in the name of the students.
the campus council with the powers The tabernacle was donatedby the Tanous Family in memory of David
which the author demands that its John Tanous, '57, first deceased alumnus of the School of Education,
needs would be to destroy the pur- Gifts have also been given by the Class of 1957 in memory of Tanous,
pose of the present system of in- and by graduate students of the School of Education.
tegrated and autonimously functioning student senates and revert
to the system which proved so ineffective that its own members
despairingly gave it up as hopeless.

In closing, I would ask, on behalf of the students of Boston
College, that the editors of The
Heights examine any and all articles which they print so that
On Saturday night, November
such inaccurate reporting as was
contained in the editorial referred 15, the Gold Key Society will preto above may be avoided.
sent the annual Boston CollegeUniversity Victory Dance.
Boston
Thank you for your cooperation.
I am,
This year the dance is to be held
in Boston's largest ballroom, the
Yours for a better Boston
Grand Ballroom of the Hotel BradCollege
ford. The music will be provided
THOMAS J. MURRAY
by Ken Reeves and his orchestra.
President of the Senior
Class, College of Business Tickets will be sold for $3.00 per
couple, and will be available in the
Administration.
foyer of the cafeteria, or from any
Ed Note: We regret that space Gold Key member during the comconsiderations have obliged us to ing week.
edit Mr. Murray's letter.
The Gold Key has also purTo briefly reply, we did not
chased
a large quantity of Maroon
name names because we feel that
Boston
College hats, inscribed with
taking
this would be
unfair advantage of our editorial position. "Go Eagles" and a gold band
We did not intend to mourn the around them. These hats will be
we
loss of the old government
sold for 504 and will be available
rather rejoice in its demise. We
could go on "ad infinitum" in this today, Friday, November 7, in the
refutation to no real purpose but foyer of the cafeteria. This is an
we would prefer to simply chal- opportunity that all spirited B. C.
lenge Mr. Murray to defend his men cannot afford to pass up.
personal objection to a strong
Campus Council in public debate. However, there will be a limited
We cordially invite him to name sale of these hats due to the territhe time and the place.
fic initial response to them.

B.UVicDtory ance

Key
AtHotBradford
el
PlaBy
nned

Home Concert
Heard In Stereo

At a reception for new members
of the Boston College Glee Club
last Thursday night in Fulton 412,
Mr. Paul St. George of WrightSt. George Laboratories, Inc., presented a stereophonic recording of
last May's Home Concert at
M.l.T.'s Kresge Auditorium. Mr.
Peloquin then announced that the
Glee Club would do a TV Mass on
November 9th, WNAC-TV, Channel 7 at 9:30 A.M. Also, Boston
College has its annual Joint Concert with Emmanuel College and
Newton College of the Sacred
Heart on Sunday, November 23, at
Symphony Hall, sponsored by
The Archdiocesan Holy Name Societies. Mr. St. George announced
his intention of recording this immense musical production stero-

phonically.

DAILY MASS

?

ftL ilarg'ja GUiajtel
11 a. m. 12 Noon
1 p.m.

be ordered will be decided. Books
cannot be promised to those whose
payment is not received.

$125,000 Received

By Nursing School
The United States Public Health
Service announced this week a
grant of $125,000 to the Boston
College Graduate School of Nursing.

The grant will be used to establish trainee-ships for preparing
nursing students for positions of
leadership in New England medical institutions, as administrators,
teachers, and supervisors in schools
of nursing. Thirty-two professional
nurses have already received these
trainee-ships. This newly-announced
grant brings the United States
Public Health Service's contribution to this program to $225,000,
made over a period of two years.
This program, along with many
others, has been responsible for
making the B. C. School of Nursing the largest collegiate school of
nursing in the country. The school,
founded in 1947, has rapidly developed into one of the finest
schools of its kind in the nation.

At the Commencement of the
1958 Class, Archbishop Richard J.
Cushing made known his plans for
financing the construction of the
new home of the Nursing School.
This building would be situated on
the Chestnut Hill campus near the
present Halls of Campion and
Devlin. The cost of the proposed
building will be near the figure of
$1,000,000. Construction on the
school is scheduled to begin in the
spring of 1959. The transfer from
the School's present address at 126
Newbury St. to the new building
should be completed by 1960.
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356 B CHESTNUT HILL AYE.

\

Between Commonwealth Aye. and Beacon St.
FULL COURSE DINNER
SOUP

::.|.

1111l

MAIN COURSE
Desert and Beverage

I
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oDance L^lub
(THE ORIGINAL)

The only dance exclusively for
College Students and Graduates
HOTEL KENMORE
FRIDAYS ONLY
STAG $1.25

colpon
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More peoplekeep goingback
or Camels than any other
cigarette today. The Camel
blend of costly tobaccoshas
never been equalled for rich
flavor and easygoing mildness. Today as always.
the best tobacco makes the
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By-poss the fads
and fancy

l

stuff

...

Have a real
cigarette-

W/%F/

haveacAMEL

8:30- 12:30

Ralphs
SPAGHETTI

Restaurant

- MACARONI - RAVIOLI

"Ton

SERVED EVERY DAY
TUES., THURS., AND SAT. ARE ROAST BEEF DAYS
NONE OF OUR MEALS ARE OVER 95 (
545 WASHINGTON ST.
BRIGHTON
Oak Sq.
(1 Mm. from Lake St.)
DINNERS SERVED 'TIL 7:30 P.M.
THIS "AD" ENTITLES YOU TO A FREE BEVERAGE

"7/ /ie should get by you, Emma,
double back for the Camels!"
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B. J. Reynolds Tob. Co..Wlnjton-Salem, N.C.

